
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
technical support staff. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for technical support staff

Works with Security and IT to provide network access to independent
consultants and business partners, as needed
Manages proposal team access to electronic collaboration tools
Analyze RFP requirements and, in close coordination with the Proposal
Manager, develop outlines and compliance artifacts for assigned proposal
volumes and/or sections
Develop estimates of resource requirements (number of staff, skills)
Develop and enforce interim milestones to achieve top-level schedule
Help identify proposal themes, strengths, discriminators, messages, risk, and
allocate these elements to proposal sections
Collaborate with solution architects, management personnel, teammates, and
other members of the pursuit team to ensure baseline solutions are clearly
documented and well communicated
Ensure a bridge between the win strategy/solution baselines and the
proposal artifacts
Work closely with authors and section leads to formulate work plans and
develop effective proposal sections
Assess proposal content (compliance and quality as represented in document
structure, text, and graphics) and provide guidance/direction to proposal
authors on a daily basis, through multiple steps in the proposal development
process
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Author and/or edit proposal content including text and graphics taking inputs
from key contributors to construct a compliant and compelling response
Manage proposal authors in responding to feedback from review teams
Collaborate with other proposal team members to achieve consistency across
all proposal volumes and sections
Work with proposal production staff to complete desktop publishing,
graphics, and printing activities as required through multiple milestones
Must have working knowledge of PC's, PC Operating Systems, and related
peripherals
Proven technical, problem solving and troubleshooting ability


